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Light Grey Handbook - Excerpts 
 

In Grey Expressions we are looking for the following: 
 

• The horse will begin to understand the basics of correct rhythm and a natural consistent tempo. 
• To show the start of true balance in the equine’s carriage, and suppleness across their top-line and 

over their back, demonstrating relaxation and looseness. 

• Whilst being ridden, the suppleness should allow the start of an easily-changeable and correct bend, 
and the horse should follow the contact nicely in walk and trot with active paces. We are looking 
for steadiness in the contact. We are not looking for the horse to be “on the bit” in the conventional 
sense, but to be reaching correctly and consistently into the rein, being supple over their back and 
not hollowing through transitions. 

• The movements should be accurately ridden or handled, with clear differences between corners and 
circles. 

• The horse should be straight on the tracks and on the center-line, and should show clear bend 
around the leg when ridden in corners and circles. 

• There should not be too much neck-bend and the horse should always be looking in the direction in 
which they are travelling. 

 
 

equi-ability Light Grey Criteria  
 
 

Ridden Expression 
3 to 5 minute pattern using both reins equally as far 
as possible 

Walk to Trot transitions x 4 
Trot to Walk transitions x 4 
Walk to Halt transitions x 2 
Halt to Walk transitions x 2 
Centre Line change of rein x 1  
Other changes of rein x 2 
20m circles  x 2 
 

In Hand Expression 
2 to 3 minute pattern using both reins equally as far 
as possible 

Walk on both reins 
Halt on both reins 
Changes of reins x 2 
Trot of minimum of six strides on each rein 
 

In Hand Expression Walking Handler only (W*) Medium walk on both reins 
Collected walk on both reins minimum six strides 
Lengthened walk on both reins minimum six 
strides 
Changes of rein x 2 
Halts on both reins 
 

Agility 
Course set out to include 

1* obstacle x 6 
2* obstacle x 4 
Including a specified “must see” obstacle – stated 
on members page of website 
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Examples of the Obstacle List and Star Ratings for Grey 

Cones 1* - Handler should walk staying close to the horse helping them weave through the cones.  
Minimum 6 cones, set up in a row with 1.5 horses length between them.  
 
Crossing a Tarpaulin 1* - to walk across a tarp which is a minimum of one horse length at crossing. 
 
Scarecrow on floor 1*- horse to be led over, without touching. Minimum 6” wide by 4” high.  
 
Pick and place 1*- horse can be held while they stand, but they must wait while handler picks up an object, 
then move with handler when they move, and wait again while handler places the object down. 
 
Backing up over a single pole 1*- horse can be helped to step back. The front feet need to be just across the 
pole before starting, then back up over the pole. The horse may touch the pole. 
 
Going through a narrow gap 1*- horse to be lead through the gap. The handler can be in gap or at the side. 
Use barrels or other safe obstacles to create the gap. The handler halts horse 1m before gap and then as the 
handler passes through to the other side the horse should come through at walk once instructed. 
 
Car wash 2* - horse to be lead through. Showing that the horse can safely and confidently push through a 
soft and safe barrier when requested. The noodles should just meet in the middle of the obstacle and have at 
least four noodles on each side, and be the height of the horse’s shoulders. 
 
Fly Curtain 2* - horse to be lead through fly curtain or ribbons. A curtain at least 1m (3ft 3in) wide 
supported by a frame. At this level the ribbons may all be tied to the side poles. 
 
Scary corner 2*- horse to be lead through a corner which must include items like flags, signs, balloons, 
tinsel etc and be no wider than 6ft and no shorter than 12ft long. 
 
Labyrinth 2* - horse to be lead through a labyrinth shape of poles without touching or 
stepping over the poles and with obedience. Width of gap should be ½ the horse’s length.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 


